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TRAVEL, RAILROADS, AND 
lDENTITY FORMATION IN 
THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE 
FRITHJOF BENJAMIN SCHENK 
Historians often perceive railroads primarily as an infrastructure helping a state to consoli­date its territory and to integrate distant regions into one economic and political space. This is also true for most of the literature on the history of railroads in nineteenth century Russia. Undoubtedly the steam engine was an important tool in the Tsarist Empire to link various geographical parts of the large country one with another and thereby to enhance the_ ex­change of commodities and the mobility of the population. In the second hal� of the mne­teenth century both the government and private investors helped to create an iron network, which was envisioned already by contemporary cartographers as a skeleton strengthening the cohesive forces within the huge polyethnic empire. But by increasing the mobility of a significant number of Russian subjects, railroads also opened new opportunities for people to experience ethnic and religious diversity. Contemporary travel accounts bear witness that travelers on Russian railroads perceived the empire less as a homogeneous space of com­munication than a fragmented territory inhabited by a great and sometimes uncomfortable variety of ethnic and religious groups. Moreover, the railroad proved to be an effective tool in the hands of those political actors who were trying to undermine political stability. In partic­ular, in the western borderlands railroads repeatedly became a target of politically motivated violence and were used by militant groups to spread the seeds of ethnic hatred. Tue Russian example bears witness that the railroad, envisioned by its proponents as a golden path to social and spatial integration, in the immediate term enabled violence and contributed to developing social disintegration. My essay may be read-in a more general sense-as a plea for the inclusion of railway history into the broader discourse on the history of the borderlands of European empires in the long nineteenth century. As a matter of fact historians have treated the history of infra-
1 i l 1 
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l l structure in general and of railroads in particular for a long time a� an exclusive domain of scholars studying either economic or technical history. Railway historians, conversely, have often neglected the great cultural and social impact of the construqtion and the use of net­works of modern infrastructure in the era of the steam engine, but In recent years there has been a "cultural turn" in railway history. 1 In this spirit, we have to bting the history of infra­structure back into the general narrative of the development of Eur�pean societies in the era of industrialization. Tue history of the borderlands of the Roman�v, Habsburg, Ottoman, and Hohenzollern empires in particular gains substantially from iDfight into the social and cultural impacts of the construction and the use of modern infrasti:-ucture in the era of the 
i steam engine. 1 Tue construction of railway networks altered significantly the structures of social spaces within these contested regions of the continent's polyethnic bmpires. In the imperial capitals the invention of the railroads inspired far-reaching spatiallfantasies by politicians, mi1itary experts, and geographers alike. Both the state and private actors made a strong effort to use the new means of transportation in order to transform geogtaphically and culturally heterogeneous territories into politically and economically integrat� spaces. But in the bor­derlands of the continental empires of Europe, populated by a vari1e· of ethnic and religious groups, the introduction of networks of modern transportation . ad extensive and often unintended social and cultural side effects. On the one hand, rail ,ays became an effective 
l tool of imperial rule, helping imperial administrations to exert political and military control more effectively over large territories at the empires' peripheries; c�nstruction of railroads thereby helped to integrate borderland areas into the political, economic, and cultural space of their respective empires. On the other hand, the construction of failroads led to a signifi­cant increase in human mobility in all countries encountering the pf ocess of modernization of their infrastructure. Increasingly mobile societies became a groWing threat to the social and political order of the anciens regimes in the polyethnic empires tor various reasons. Tue new means of transportation opened up new possibilities for an inert asing number of people to explore the various geographical regions of the imperial territories personally and thereby to encounter the empires' ethnic and religious heterogeneity. lt is aJ open question whether this confrontation between an increasing number of subjects and tii.e "imperial characters' ' of their respective empires consolidated feelings of imperial identi· • or-on the contrary­enforced processes of increased national or ethnic alienation. As the :• ussian example shows, the new means of transportation were also used by proponents of n '. tional liberation move­ments in the borderlands, enabling them to build up their own ne !orks of communicationand to destabilize mechanisms of imperial rule by attacking railways jmd telegraph lines. This chapter will analyze the ambivalent impact of the modernization ofpetworks of transporta­tion in the western borderlands of the Russian Empire in the secon,li half of the nineteenth 
t century.2 f In the following, I will provide some observations on the am*valent impact of infra­structure building and use in imperial contexts in nineteenth centhry Europe. First, I will briefly outline the political debates among Russian bureaucrats in !saint Petersburg in the latter half of the nineteenth century concerning the construction offailroads in the western part of the Russian Empire, and describe the development of the ra4 network in this part of the country prior to World War I. Second, I will focus on the trave� accounts of nineteenth century railroad passengers traversing the Western Empire, describi!g their encounters with 
mu!tirthnicity insid• md outside th, railrnrul =- Fintl y, I will '1"" on th, issue of rail-
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roads and politically motivated violence, focusing first on the anti-Jewish pogroms of the early 1880s and second on the train raids conducted by the Polish Socialist Party at the be­ginning of the twentieth century. Tue term "western borderlands" is used in this context in a rather broad sense. lt com­prises a geographically large region that was extremely heterogeneous in both socioeconomic 
and cultural terms. "Western borderlands of the Russian Empire;' as they are understood in this article, encompassed the so called "western region'' (Zapadnyi krai), the territory of the Polish Kingdom, the provinces of"left-bank Ukraine" (Chernigov and Poltava), NewRussia 
(Khersonskaia guberniia, Tavricheskaia guberniia) and the province of Ekaterinoslav in the southwestern part of the country.3 Despite the mixed character of this large region, it was nonetheless shaped by a number of common historical and structural features.4 To a large extent the western borderlands were parts of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth before they were incorporated into the Russian Empire in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; other parts belonged until the eighteenth century to the Ottoman Empire. In the second half of the nineteenth century the density of population in this region was much higher than in any other of the border zones of the imperial realm. In terms of socioeconomic development the region-the Polish Kingdom in particular-toward the end of the nineteenth century surpassed not only the other peripheries but also the core area of imperial Russia. Finally, the population of the western borderlands comprised a large number of different ethnic and religious groups. Since the boundaries of the region were almost identical with the Jewish Pale of Settlement, the area was also the homestead of the majority of Russian Jews. Toward the end of the century the political development in the region was increasingly dominated by the conflicting agendas of the Polish, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, Jewish, and Russian national movements, along with various kinds of revolutionary parties that strove to extend their social bases. 
Railroads and the Consolidation of Territory in the Western Borderlands 
When the Russian administration started to debate the possibility and utility of building railroads in the Tsarist Empire in the 1830s, proponents of the steam engine argued from the very beginning that the new means of transportation might help strengthen the links between the Russian heartland and the politically troublesome periphery in the West. In his note for Tsar Nicholas I, Franz Anton von Gerstner, an Austrian entrepreneur who applied in 1835 for the concession to build an entire network of railroads in European Russia, delib­erately alluded to the revolutionary events in the Kingdom of Poland in 1830-1831 in order to convince the Emperor of the necessity of covering his realm with railway lines. Gerstner informed Nicholas I that the British government had successfully applied the new means of transportation for the quick dispatch of troops to suppress a revolt in Ireland.5 He argued, "if Petersburg, Moscow, and Grodno or Warsaw had been connected by rail, it would have been possible to subdue the Polish insurgents in four weeks:'6 Although Gerstner's reference to the Polish November uprising was a good example of the applicability of the steam engine for strategic purposes, a railroad from Petersburg or Moscow to Warsaw or Grodno was ironically not part of the rail network he suggested setting up in European Russia in 1835.7 A few years later, the construction of long-distance railroads in Russia began-in the Western part of the empire.3 In 1839 Nicholas I approved the application of a group of private investors from Warsaw, who planned to connect the city with the Austrian capital by rail.9 
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1 Tue plan was initiated by the Russian viceroy of Poland, Count Iva! Paskevich, who wanted to deflect the flow of Polish trade from Prussia to the Habsburg Etnpire. When the private stock company went bankrupt in 1843 the Russian government tbok over and completed the line in 1848. 10 Just a few years later Nicholas I gave the go-ah,bad for the construction of the strategically important railroad from St. Petersburg to Wan!aw. Tue head of the em­pire'� Board [later Ministry] for Wa�s_o� Com1'.1unic�tion, Count Peir Kleinmikhel' and otherleadmg bureaucrats had openly cntic1zed th1s proiect because th�y doubted its economic usefulness. Nevertheless the Emperor ordered the erection of the lihe in February 1851, half a year before the first overland railroad in Russia from St. Peters�urg to Moscow was of­ficially inaugurated.1 ' Nicholas I perceived the railroad to Warsaw ls a means to tighten the bonds between the politically unreliable Polish Kingdom and the Russian heartland and to strengthen the western borderlands strategically.12 He argued that hn case of a sudden out­break of war with the present state of the rail network in Europe, w!rsaw, and with it our en­tire west, could be overrun by enemy forces before our troops coul4 succeed in getting from Petersburg to Luga:'13 Although the beginning of the Crimean Waj- in 1855 interrupted the construction of the Petersburg-Warsaw railroad, work resumed in l857 and the line opened in 1862. Soon after its inauguration the railroad to Warsaw provid its utility for imperial rule. In 1863 the line enabled the autocratic regime quickly to disjatch guard regiments to the Western provinces and the Polish Kingdom to suppress the Jinuary uprising. 14 In the same fashion, some years earlier the railroad from Warsaw to Viedna had enabled the Rus­sian government in 1849 to relocate troops to Hungary, helping to 4ontain the revolutionary upheaval there.15 ! 1 Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century the western borderlands of theRussian Empire remained in the focus of infrastructure politics fo� two reasons. First, lead­ing strategists in the Russian Ministry of War predicted a future qilitary confrontation be­tween the Tsarist Empire and its neighboring countries in the W4st. Therefore they urged their government to follow the example of Prussia and the Habstjurg Empire, which were developing their networks of modern means of transportation in qick pace, improving their abilities to dispatch their troops to the Russian border with rapifüty in the case of war. 16 Second, the experience of the January uprising in 1863 seemed tJ underscore the need to consolidate further the empire's territory in the west with the help o( railway lines. Many con­temporaries were influenced by the idea that a network of moder�means of transportation would not only integrate a country economically but in the meantifne would help overcome cultural and ethnic borders. 1 A good example of this way of thinking is the lecture that General of Infantry Sero-ei 
/ O Buturlin gave in 1865 at the Imperial Society for History and Atchaeology in Moscow.17 This presentation was part of a larger campaign by the Ministry o�War against the plans of the Board of Ways of Communication for the development of Rus{ia's network of railroads, drafted by the administration's head Pavel Mel 'nikov in 1862-1863! 18 Mel 'nikov, a represen­tative of the first generation of Russian engineers of transportatio4 perceived railroads first and foremost as an instrument to integrate the territories of the fsarist Empire economi­cally. His aim was primarily to connect the centers of Russian agili.cultural (and to a lesser extent industrial) production with the highly populated areas in E}iropean Russia and with the empire's harbors at the Baltic and the Black Seas. In earlier ye�rs Mel'nikov had openly criticized the construction of a strategic railroad from St. PetersbJrg to Warsaw. Therefore it was not surprising that he included in his 1862 master plan j�t one more railway line 
' 
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crossing the western borderlands (from Briansk to Odessa via Chernigov, Kiev, and Balta). Mel'nikov's draft was published in 1863 and ignited a large public debate about the principles of Russia's future railway policy. Proponents of an economically sustainable network argued with advocates of strategic railroad building; supporters of regional business interests were confronted with activists seeking to serve the interests of the empire as a whole; adherents of a state-funded railroad were facing experts reminding them of the limited resources of the government's budget and arguing for cooperation with private investors. Sergei Buturlin represented the camp of railway politicians promoting the construction of strategic railways in general and in the western borderlands of the empire in particular. 19 Referring to a possible scenario of a war of defense ( voina oboronitel'naia) against Rus­sia's Western neighbors, Buturlin reminded his listeners in 1865 of the fact that Warsaw was located 200 versts20 closer to the river Rhine than to Moscow and that the distance between the Polish capital and Moscow was in fact even larger due to the poor state of the roads in Russia. The countries of Europe, having built a dense network of railway lines in the last 20 or 30 years, had accordingly succeeded in "shortening the distance between themselves and Russia'' significantly, whereas the distance between Russia and the West had remained almost the same.21 Buturlin argued that Russia must not stand idle facing this problem. Instead he formulated a detailed plan for the construction of approximately 6,095 versts of new railway lines in the western part of the country. The author, who wisely did not touch the difficult question of costs and funding for his ambitious project, planned not only to strengthen Rus­sia's military potential against attacks from her Western neighbors, but also to crisscross Russia's western borderlands from the Baltic Sea to the Crimea with a network of strategic railroads as an answer to separatism and revolutionary movements in this region. Alluding openly to the January uprising of 1863 Buturlin stated: 
Railroads have a great strategic importance as a means of national defense [oborony kraia]against enemies both from outside and from inside. [This is particularly true] in that case when a state has integrated by force territories inhabited by tribes [plemena] of different eth­nic origin which have not merged yet morally with the conquering people. Integration and acculturation [sliianie] can be and must be reached with the help of legal and political mea­sures .... But if there exist elements which openly or secretly obstruct the moral integration of all parts of the political body to which they belang ... , the government has to ground its re­gime in the revolting areas on the basis of military institutions. These include, among others, the permanent presence of armed forces, the building of fortifications and the construction of ways of communication serving the army to move easily and quickly to any destination in order to prevent or to suppress internal disorder or to throw back an assault from outside.22 
Buturlin argued that it would serve Russia's strategic interests better if one built railroads "which join the Western parts of the empire with the country's core area'' than railways con­necting Russia's periphery with the country's Western neighbors or improving the mutual exchange and traffic between the various parts of the western borderlands.23 That's why Bu­turlin identified the city of Brest-Litovsk as the most Western outpost of Russia's strategic railway system. According to his plan the territory of the Polish kingdom should not be further developed by a network of modern infrastructure.24 Buturlin's outline reflected almost perfectly the main features of the Ministry ofWar's official railway policy in the 1860s. Three years later, in 1868, Minister ofWar Dmitrii Mili­utin urged Tsar Alexander II in a memorandum to make further investments in strategic 
" 
1 
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! railway building in Russia's western borderlands.25 He reminded th� Tsar of the superiority of Russia's Western neighbors in terms of infrastructure developmelt. Both Prussia and the Habsburg Empire could rely on more railway lines leading to the cJmmon border than the Tsarist Empire, enabling them to dispatch troops more quickly to the front in a future war. Like Buturlin, Miliutin made a strong argument for the constructi�n of strategic railroads from the Russian heartland to the western borderlands and agreed tllat Poland should not be part of the program of railway construction in the future. 1 In fact the question whether the Tsarist administration sho�ld encourage the con­struction of railroads in the Kingdom of Poland remained disputecf. within the Ministry of War until World War I. After the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1&71, which Prussia man­aged to win in !arge part due to the quick movement of troops andlarmaments on strategic railroads, Miliutin himself looked at the issue of railroad building!in Russia's Western pe­riphery from a different perspective. In 1873 the Minister of War tlemanded at an official meeting on national security affairs the construction of 5,000 verstslof new strategic railway lines in the Western part of the country, 1,000 within the borders of ihe Polish Kingdom. But due to a lack of sufficient funding none of the 11 lines he demande<l were constructed until 1881 and _only three until 18��- After a ne': shift in st�ategic planJing at the beginning ofthe twent1eth century, the M1mstry of War m 1910 agam opposed fhe construction of new railroads in the Polish Kingdom, on the grounds they could help a p.iture aggressor quickly to invade the Russian heartland.26 ! The repeated shifts in railway policy by Russia's Ministry of War clearly illustrate the 
�nde�ided a�itude of the Tsarist elite to:7ard the issue of infrastruc1re building and its pos­s1ble rmpact m the western borderlands m the second half of the nineteenth century. Already in December 1861 the General-Governor of the northwestern regioJ ( Severo-Zapadnyi krai),General V. I. Nazimov, had warned of the "ambivalent attitude of die administration of the newly opened [St. Petersburg-Warsaw] railroad and the personnei of the line who are al­most exclusively Poles and foreigned'27 Nazimov apparently was a/rraid of the regime's de­pendence on the loyalty of the representatives of national minoritids who were running the new system of transportation. The experience of the January uprisirlg would soon show that Nazimov's fears were not at all ill-founded. When the national revolt�egan, Polish insurgents not only burnt several railway bridges and cut the wires of the str4egically important tele­graph; they found active supporters among the staff of the private3/ run railroad company who were happy to further obstruct the quick dispatch of loyal Tsajrist troops by rail to the revolting provinces.28 After the uprising's suppression the railwaymfo who had collaborated with the insurgents were harshly punished and the Tsarist admidstration made a strong effort to enhance its control over the strategically important netwof k of railway lines in the Western districts.29 In 1880s Warsaw Governor-General I. Gurko eten advocated that Poles not be employed in the railway sector any longer. Subsequently it W:as decided to ban Polish stafffrom the most important strategic railway lines. But this decisjon remained difficult toimplement as there simply were not enough qualified Orthodox teFhnical and engineering specialists to substitute for the professionals of Catholic backgrouncp.30 The Tsarist adminis­tration was not only afraid of disloyal Polish railwaymen. Bureaucrtts in the administration of the General-Governor of Vilna had warned back in 1867 agai�st further consolidating the regional railway network between the Zapadnyi krai and the Pohsh Kingdom. In a letter from August 23rd the official A. P. Storozhenko reported that the coJstruction of the railroad from Vtl'm to W=•w bad sigoificmtly fficre,s,d th, ,�eh of Pol mtioruilist prop,g,nda 
142 FRITHJOF BENJAMIN SCHENK in the province of Grodno. Tue local bureaucrat lamented that the railroad brought not only pork salesmen from Mazuriia but also "agents of the Polish cause" "spreading unrest" in the region.31 Notwithstanding these misgivings, neither the Minister ofWar, who was afraid of fur­ther developing the network of modern infrastructure in the Polish Kingdom, nor the local representatives of the Tsarist regime in the western borderlands who warned of the unin­tended political effects of railway building at the empire's periphery could stop the process of modernization and industrialization that Russia in general and her western borderlands in particular were experiencing in the second half of the nineteenth century.32 Between 1868 and 1872 the Tsarist Empire encountered its first boom of railroad building, with a second one coming in the 1890s. During these periods the western borderlands became the region with the best developed regional railway network in the entire empire.33 Already the pub­lic debate about the construction of the so-called "Southern Line" had shown in the 1860s that the arguments of those political forces stressing the importance of the steam engine for the economic development of the country often exceeded those of the representatives of the national security agencies. 34 Despite the hesitant attitudes of several agencies regarding the modernization of the region's infrastructure, it was the western borderlands that experienced the quiekest development of railroad networks, and consequently the greatest increase in passenger mobility, of any region of the Russian Empire toward the end of the nineteenth century.33 
Tue Railway Journey and the Experience of Ethnic Diversity Despite the fact that railway passengers traveling from the Russian heartland to the Habsburg Empire had to change trains in the city of Warsaw due to different gauges on the tracks eastward and westward of the Vistula River, cartographers of the nineteenth century envisioned the vast expanses of the Tsarist Empire as a single, homogeneous space struc­tured and bound together by a integrated system of black, iron arteries.36 From the 1880s on every waiting room of the first two classes in Russian railway stations had to be equipped with such a map of Russian networks.37 But it is an open question whether cartographical artifacts of this kind had an enduring effect on the mental maps of Russia's railway passen­gers. Did, one may ask, passengers traveling by rail in the western borderlands experience the space outside the railway car really as an integral part of one national or imperial space? Was the image of an iron network holding together the various parts of the multiethnic empire only a product of the wishful thinking of engineers and cartographers, or did it also have a significant impact on the patterns of spatial perception of Russian railroad pas­sengers? Tue analysis of a small number of randomly selected travel accounts by Russian railway passengers who visited the western borderlands during the last decades of the nine­teenth century make a different hypothesis more likely. Apparently the new possibilities for easy travel from one part of the country to another in the railway age did not consolidate images of territorial integrity but, on the contrary, strengthened the awareness of the mul­tiethnic and multi-religious character of the huge country. Different ethnic and religious groups came into focus in these travelers' perceptions according to the geographical regions they covered. When taking a closer look at travel accounts from Russians who made their trip to or through the western borderlands of the empire in the late nineteenth century, one is repeatedly surprised by the omnipresence of anti-J ewish stereotypes and detailed de-
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TRAVEL, RAILROADS, AND lDENTil'Y FORMATION 143 scriptions of Jews as embodiments of the internal "other:' Apparen�y many Russian railway travelers perceived these regions mainly as a "Jewish'  space that differed significantly from the Russian heartland. ! For travelers in railway cars in late nineteenth century Russit experiencing the inter­nal borders of the empire was first and foremost a matter of acousiic perception. Aleksandr Klevanov, a historian and translator of ancient literature, made a trip in 1870 from St. Pe­tersburg to the German lands, crossing the Western periphery in alfirst-class carriage of the St. Petersburg-Warsaw line.38 In the city of Dünaburg/Dvinsk, at ihe intersection with the railway line to Riga, Klevanov noticed a !arge number of Germaris entering the train who accompanied the traveling society to Vilna. Getting closer to the erbpire's western border he remarked that he had left the Russian heartland acoustically: "the �mployees of the railways are without exception Polish. Tue sound of the Russian language lcan't be heard anywhere except from travelling passengers:'39 After he had gone through patsport control at the Rus­sian checkpoint, which was conducted by a Polish border guard, ie stated: "In general the last impressions of my fatherland [ rodiny], at least those of the Po�sh borderland [ okrainy], were not too pleasant:' In order to illustrate his estrangement in tjle borderzone, he added that a Jew addressed him at the station, offering to change his Rusiian money into Austrian currency.40 ! 1 Tue encounter with the Jews in the western borderlands left a deep impression on most of the Russian railway voyagers who gave an account of their �ravel experiences in this region. This was also true for those Russians who lived in the wJstern part of the empire 
! and who in principle were well acquainted with the polyethnic mllity of social life in these regions. For example, Vasilii Liakhotskii, an Orthodox priest from t!he city ofKholm/Chelm, made a roundtrip from his Polish/Ukrainian hometown through th! Russian Empire by train in 1898 and published his travelogue two years later.41 At the ra4way station of Kovel' in Volhynia, where Liakhotskii and his fellow passenger came into cpntact with Jews offering them accommodation in a local hotel, the author made fun of the "�hidki" and their Russian accent. 42 Two years later Liakhotskii left again his hometown for J journey to the southern
d 
! Caucasus, ocumented in another travel account.43 This time he bq,ught a ticket for a third-class carriage, which took him from Kholm via Kovel' southwar!s to Berdichev, Kazatyn and further to Rostov na Donu. On the first part of his journei his carriage was almost completely populated by Jewish passengers. In his travelogue Li�otskii frankly reveals his feeling of discomfort in this situation: j This tribe [plemia] stands out because of its [extraordinary-FS] ;forbearance, which can be smdied p,,rtioiliuly on j-ey, Hke tim. In o<d« to travel � eh, :p � po,.Sk , 1= [zhid] i> even happy to sleep the whole way underneath an ordinary benc:ij. Since there were so many Jews in the car (it was after Saturday), many of them had almos� to sit down on somebody else.44 i 
1 Liakhotskii did not hide his anti-Jewish sentiments when he callefi the city ofBerdichev a 
zhidovskaia stolica ( capital of Jews) and described Jewish passengefs on their way to Kiev in the following strongly derogatory terms: "This tribe, repudiated blJ God and other people, strives to the capital, to the mother of Russian towns, the sanctua4' of Rus ', meanwhile our folk are wandering from the North to the South and the way ba4 just in order to make a llving'" Obviowsly Liakhotskii pffceived th, westem bo,dedanr an integral part of an ill-embracing impffial sp�, of wmmunication. NmrthcleM, h, ·; tffp,,ted th, inmMing 
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mobility of the different ethnic and religious groups less as an indicator of growing spatial cohesion and more as an erratic and ominous development. Despite the increasing density of the local network of railroads in the western border­lands of the Russian Empire before World War I, the region did not lose its image as a sphere of political unrest and instability. This spatial stereotype was based not only on the percep­tion of the polyethnic composition of the region's population but also on the imagination of its landscape. Tue report of Vasilii M. Sidorov, who traveled in the late 1880s by train from Vilna to Kiev, is a lucid example of this kind of mental mapping.46 Sidorov, who had a choice between a rail connection via Brest and one via Gomel, chose the latter option and got stuck in the swamps of Pripiat. After days of rain the river had flooded wide areas of the embank­ment and train traffic was stopped in order to avoid serious accidents. After having passed "endless forests" Sidorov got "deeper and deeper into the land of nowhere, into the woods, into the horrible marshes of Pinsk:' In his train that could move neither forward nor backward he experienced the "feeling of absolute loneliness [chuvstvo polneishago odinochestva], ... of horrible depression [strashnoi toski] and alienation of everything familiar [otchuzhdennosti ot vsego blizkogo] :'47 There were almost no other passengers in the train, except three huntsmen in the second dass and some peasants in the third. On the railway stations he met just "crowds ofJews [zhidy], who curiously stared at me without understanding what I am doing in this soli­tude:'48 After having arrived in the city of Gomel he was shocked by the "filthy hotel room in the provincial town that was crowded with Jews:'49 When he finally got to Kiev, two days later than originally planned, he felt as if he "saw the light again'' after a journey through the darkness. Tue Russian perception of the western borderlands in late nineteenth century was af­fected both by patterns of ethnic diversity in general and the Jewish population in particular. This becomes even more obvious if one takes a closer look at the memoirs of a Jewish writer who reported on a railway journey from St. Petersburg to Moscow in the 1860s.50 Vladimir Garkavi, a son of a wealthy Jewish family in Vilna, moved to Moscow in 1864 , in order to start his studies in law at the city's university. Garkavi went first to St. Petersburg, from where he took the train to his new hometown. Traveling in a cheap third-class carriage, the young student was surrounded by Russian peasants, women and children who were sitting on the "benches and on the floor:' Every passenger carried a lot of luggage; people drank tea, sang songs, slept on the floor and underneath the settees. Garkavi was surprised that during the whole journey, which lasted about 36 hours, 
nobody pronounced the word "zhid." I became acquainted with almost every passenger and-what seems to me quiet naive and funny from today's perspective-I read loudly poems ofNekrasov and Nikitin to the peasants [in the train]. Tue peasants listened attentively, giving a deep sigh from time to time, and I realized that I was in touch with the essence of [Russian] folk life. In the carriage I made first acquaintance with an educated Russian woman . .. .  We talked about literature, about Belinskii, Dobroliubov, Pisarev, Chernyshevski, and about the female protagonists in Turgenev's novels. From my accent and manner of speech she recog­nized that I was a "foreigner" [inorodets]. But when I told her that I was a Jew, she was more than surprised.51 
Garkavi's travelogue is a fascinating source. lt illustrates that the railways as a modern means of communication could open up new spaces of social integration and interethnic communi­cation. But this was apparently true to a larger extent for the railways in the heartland of the Russian Empire than for its western borderlands. 
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1 Tue perception of the western borderlands of the Tsarist Empiile by Russian railway pas­sengers as a "J ewish'' space corresponds in an interesting way with thelpatterns of description of trains and railway stations in this region in Yiddish literature at the tufn of the century. Analyz­ing novels and short stories by Elyokum Zunser, Sholem Abramovitsfi, Sholem Aleichem, and David Bergelson in which railroads play an important role both as tttings for the story and/ or as a signifier of modernity, Leah Garrett writes of a tendency to "Jpdaize'' Russian railroads in the Yiddish literature of the time.52 Contemporary Jewish writert repeatedly depicted therailroads as a means of helping J ews either to escape or to pull the� out of the narrow world of traditional shtetl life. Although Jews were neither allowed to wor� for the telegraph service of the Russian railroads (decree of 1875) nor to rent restaurants and buffets at railway stations (decree of 1894) and were not even allowed after 1897 to practice thJr religion openly in train compartments or the waiting rooms ofRussian railway stations, Jewihi writers developed vari­ous imaginative techniques to appropriate these public spaces.53 Gariett unveils an ambivalent mode of perceiving the railroads in Yiddish literature in the second ij.alf of the century.54 Zun­ser, Abramovitsh, and other Yiddish authors depicted the railroads kn the Pale of Settlement as a space of social encounter where Jews got in touch with men a4d women from different parts of the country and representatives of other religious and ethniq groups. Whereas Zunser praised the steam engine in his poem "Der ayznban'' ("Tue RailroatJ."), written in 1865, as a "democratic, positive force to literally transport the Jews into the niodern world;' Bergelson depicted a Ukrainian railroad depot in his 1909 noveIArum vokzal (4t the Depot) as a location of complete stagnation and social desperation.55 Overcrowded conj.partments in third-class railway cars inspired both Sholem Abramovitch's short story "Shem up Yefes in a vogn'' ("Shem and Japheth on a Train'') in 1890 and Sholem Aleichem's Ayznban-gef• ikhtes (Railroad Stories), written between 1902 and 1909.56 Abramovitsh uses this framework�o teil a mythical story ofreconciliation and fraternization between a Jewish tailor and a Polishjshoemaker during a time of modern ethnic persecution, while Aleichem depicts crowded rail4ay cars as an almost ideal site for the exchange of information, gossip, and Jewish storytelling. ! 
Railroads and Politically Motivated Violence 
i Aleichem's Railroad Stories, though they have to be treated of coursf primarily as literary fic-tion, give us a good impression of the extent to which the steam eng�e altered social life in the 
l Jewish Pale of Settlement at the beginning of the twentieth centu?f From his narrative we learn a lot about the narrowness and noisiness of overpopulated thirdflass carriages, and about Jews ignoring the law prohibiting prayers in the public sphere. Aleich4m depicts the ceremonial welcome of trains by the populace of small towns in the western bord�rlands, and the increased mobility ofJewish traders and salesmen. Vicariously, we experiencelthe encounters and con­flicts between different religious and ethnic groups in trains and r�way stations. Moreover, Aleichem's stories can be read as an attempt "to explore a new kind oiJewish experience and to describe a Jewish society that had reached a new level of developmint or of disintegration:'58 His tale, "The Wedding That Came without Its Band;' written in 1909{is of particular interest in our context. 59 In this short story Aleichem treats the subject of railro�ds and their role in anti­Jewish pogroms in early twentieth century with a hearty <lose of bladk humor. Tue population of a small Jewish settlement called Heysin is informed about a grouplofUkrainian roughnecks planning to conduct a pogrom in their shtetl. As the Ukrainians appfoached the settlement by tr.,Jn, th, J=, ,= of th, imp,rullng rarastmph,, al= , Rns01 pcefect rnd pk,d fo, ha 
146 FRITHJOF BENJAMIN SCHENK help. In return for a large payment or bribe the representative of the Tsarist authorities orders a company of Cossacks from a nearby city to protect the Jews from the pogromists. But when the Cossacks, the Jews, and other residents from Heysin gather at the railway station awaiting the train's arrival they find out that the drunk driver of the steam engine had forgotten to connect it to the passenger cars at the point of departure. Thus the locomotive arrives at Heysin while leaving the cars with their precarious passengers on its way. Tue Jews are saved from another wave of ethnic hatred thanks to the stupidity of Russian railwaymen. Although Aleichem's story about the impeded pogrom at Heysin is purely fictitious, it nevertheless consists of historically reliable elements. 60 lt is particularly interesting that Aleichem was aware of the fact that the construction of railroads in the western borderlands contributed to the increased regional mobility both of ordinary salesmen and workers and of perpetrators spreading hatred and ethnic violence from one part of the country to the other. This observation was later affirmed by the studies ofMichael Aronson, Omeljan Pritsak, and other historians who analyzed the origins of the anti-J ewish pogroms of the 1880s in the western borderlands of the Tsarist Empire.61Aronson convincingly demonstrated the high degree of involvement of railway employees and workers in the riots of 1881; he also pointed out the importance of railway lines in enabling militant groups to move easily from one loca­tion to the other and to conduct their destructive activities in the whole region. Despite the fact that the government later tried to blame Ukrainian peasants for the outburst of ethnic and religious violence, the pogroms had their origins less in rural than in urban contexts. Tue critical role railwaymen, who were suffering from bad working conditions and alienation from their home regions, played in the pogroms of the 1880s brings Aronson to the conclu­sion that "the pogroms were more the result of Russia's modernization and industrialization process than of age-old religious and national antagonisms:'62 Already fearful of pogroms in the early 1880s, the inhabitants of Jewish settlements were well aware of the dangerous potential of the railroads as a network for the spread of ethnic violence. As John Klier has shown, in some Jewish towns in the western borderlands in 1881 and 1882 the populations set up armed self-defense units, which made rounds by night and tried to stop potential per­petrators from disembarking trains at railway stations.63As the example of militant destruction of railway bridges and telegraph lines during the January uprising in 1863 has shown, railroads and other strategically important infrastruc­tures were used by militant groups to spread ethnic violence and were identified as highly sen­sitive targets of politically motivated criminal acts. Further examples of this often neglected side of railway history in the western borderlands of the Russian Empire are found in the at­tempts of political underground movements in late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to target sites of Russian infrastructure like trains and railway stations. In this context one may point, for example, to the attempt of the terrorist organization "People's Will" (Narod­
naia volia) to blow up the train of Tsar Alexander II near Odessa on its way from the Crimea to Moscow in November 1879.64Due to changes in the Emperor's travel route, the Populist activists quickly halted their preparations at the site near Odessa and shifted their activities to two other spots on the road. When one of the bombs finally exploded underneath the railway track near Moscow, the Emperor escaped the attempt at his life only by chance. But the railroads in the western borderlands remained in the following decades a con­tested space in the struggle between the Tsarist authorities and various political underground movements. On 26 September 1908, the Revolutionary Faction of the Polish Socialist Party under the leadership of J6zef Pil:sudski committed an armed train raid at the small railway 
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i ' station of Bezdany (Lithuanian: Bezdonys) 25 km. from Vilna. Tot rebels had learned that every Saturd�y the g�vern_ment sent t_ax money with the night trai� from Vilna to St. Peters­burg. Tue tram was 1dent1fied as an ideal target for an action of e�propriation to fund the party'.s militan� ac�ivities and to e�uip the ne��y found_ed Union of�ctive Struggle (Zwiqzek
Walki Czynne;) with weapons. Nmeteen act1v1sts carned out the qperation, planned in de­tail one year in advance. When the train reached the station, a bo�b was thrown under the postal coach and the door of the carriage was opened by force. Tit rebels started shootingat the escort and left one Russian soldier dead and five seriously injured. Within 45 minutes the rebel� succeeded in c_aptur�ng more '.han 200,000 rubles. Tue piice detained only four ofthe 19 ra1ders; they rece1ved hfelong pnson sentences.65 lt was ob,liously difficult or almost impossible for the administration to find adequate measures to me�� this form of revolution­ary attack, reminiscent of partisan war. Tue authorities had to realizb again and again that the network of railways they had created in the western borderlands, i�agined and constructed no� least to politically consolidate and stabilize the periphery of thelIT•.i sarist Empire, were alsobemg used by the opponents of the autocratic regime for quite the pposite purpose. 
Condusion 
1 Tue construction of railroads in the western borderlands of the Rus. ian Empire had different and to a certain extent contradictory effects. On the one hand, the �olish Kingdom and other parts of the region possessed toward the end of the nineteenth centiry one of the densest rail networks in the entire Russian Empire. Run by both private and statt-owned companies, Rus­sian �ailroads help_e� to develop the country economically and to cof solidate the multi-ethnicempire as one poht1cal space. On the other hand, the developmen� of Russia's infrastructure led to a significant increase in geographical mobility that opened IUP for many people new possibilities for encountering the large variety of the country's e�nic and religious groups and to experience the empire less as a homogeneous and more as � highly fragmented space of communication. Railway passengers who were Gentiles perceive� the region primarily not as a Russian but a Jewish space, a reaction that corresponds, interest�gly enough, with similar forms of imagination in the Yiddish literature of the time. Jewish jwriters depicted the rail­roads in the western borderlands as a space of both communicati�n and estrangement that confronted the Jews with new challenges of modernity. Tue victirris of anti-Jewish pogroms in the 1880s as well as the Jewish writers at the turn of the century fealized that the railroads brought �� their traditional habitat not only blessings but also the viplence of the modern era.Tue tradit1onal master narrative of railway history, which has empha]sized the integrative force of the new means of transportation, has failed to take into account its impact on the modes of perception among polyethnic populations. Tue intensification of ethnic and politically moti­vated violence on the Russian railroads, in the empire in general artl its western borderlandsin particular, is a case that points to the darker effects of railroad df elopment. 
i NoTE:. Michael Fre=, Rail=y, =1 �, Vicrori@ '""g;Möc, ( 1,w H_, Yale Uni�ßity
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ehester University Press 2001); The Railway and Modernity: Time, Space, and the Machine Ensemble, ed. Matthew Beaumont and Michael Freeman (Oxford: Lang, 2007). Most of these works, which can all be considered parts of a "New Railway HistorY:' are still inspired by Wolfgang Schivelbusch's trail­blazing study The Railway Journey: The Industrialization ofTime and Space in the Nineteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986) ( originally published in German in 1977). 2. On the Russian case from a general perspective see Frithjof Benjamin Schenk, "Master­ing Imperial Space? Tue Ambivalent Impact of Railway Building in Tsarist Russia;' in ComparingEmpires: Encounters and Transfers in the Long Nineteenth Century, ed. Jörn Leonard and Ulrike vonHirschhausen ( Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2011 ), 60-77. 3. Zapadnyi Krai covered the territory of the provinces (guberniia) of Kovno, Vitebsk, Vilna,Grodno, Minsk, Mogilev, Volhynia, Podolia, and Kiev. Tue Polish Kingdom was subdivided into the provinces of Suwalki, Lom:ia, Plock, Kalisz, Warsaw, Siedlce, Piotrk6w, Radom, Lublin, and Kieke. 4. Mikhail Dolbilov and Aleksei Miller, eds., Zapadnye okrainy Rossiiskoi Imperii (Moscow:Novoe Literaturnoe Obozrenie, 2006), 13-14. 5. "Zapiska glavnoupravliaiushchego putiami soobshcheniiami gr. K. F. Tolia, 17 fevralia1835 g.;' in Krasnyi Archiv 3(76) (1936): 90-98, here 90.6. Quoted in Walter McKenzie Pinter, Russian Economic Policy under Nicholas I. (Ithaca,N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1967), 137.7. Gerster suggested building three trunk lines in European Russia: 1) St. Petersburg-Mos­cow; 2) Moscow-Nizhnii Novgorod-Kazan'; 3) Moscow-Taganrog. 8. Russia's first railway line for public use was a 27 km.-long connection between St. Peters­burg and the Tsarist residences of Pavlovsk and Tsarkoe Selo, inaugurated in 1837 and built by a private stock company founded by Franz Anton von Gerstner. 9. On the history of railroads in the Polish Kingdom, see Stanislaw M. Koziarski, Siec kole­jowa Polski w latach 1842-1918 (Opole: Pari.stwowy Inst. Naukowy-Inst. Släski, 1993); ZbigniewTaylor, Rozw6j i regres sieci kolejowej w Polsee (Warsaw: Polska Akad. Nauk, Instytut Geografi  iPrzestrzennego Zagospodarowania im. Stanislawa Leszczyckiego, 2007), 25-46. 10. Richard Haywood, The Beginnings of Railway Development in Russia in the Reign ofNicho­las I., 1835-1842 (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1969), 193-200; 150 lat drogi :i:elaznej Warszawsko-Wiedenskiej (Warsaw: Centralna Dyrekcja Okn,gowa Kolei Pari.stwowych, 1995).11. Pavel Mel'nikov, "Svedeniia o russkikh zheleznykh dorogakh;' in P. Mel'nikov. Inzhener,uchenyi, gosudarstvennyi deiatel; ed. Mikhail I. Voronin (Saint Petersburg: Gumanistika, 2003),223-398, here 345-47; Vladimir Verkhovskii, Istoricheskii ocherk razvitiia zheleznykh dorog v Rossiis ikh osnovaniia po 1897 g. vkliuchitel'no, vol. 1 (Moscow: Tip. Ministerstva putei soobshcheniia,1898), 72; Richard Haywood, Russia Enters the Railway Age, 1845-1855 (New York: Columbia Uni­versity Press, 1998), 536-44; Aida Solov'eva, Zheleznodorozhnyi transport Rossii vo vtoroi polovineXIX v. (Moscow: Nauka, 1975), 59-60.12. Nikolai A. Kislinskii, ed., Nasha zheleznodorozhnaia politika po dokumentam arkhivaKomiteta ministrov, Istoricheskii ocherk, pod redakcii A. N. Kulomzina, (Saint Petersburg: n.p.,1901), vol. 1, 53. In 1851 Nicholas also abolished the tariff border between the Polish Kingdom and the Russian heartland. This measure was perceived as a means to further integrate Poland eco­nomically into the imperial realm. Rosa Luxemburg, Die industrielle Entwicklung Polens (Leipzig:Duncker & Humblot, 1898), 9-10. 13. "Imperator Nikolai v soveshchatel'nykh sobraniiakh iz sovremennykh zapisok shtats­sekretaria barona Korfa;' in SIRIO 98 (1896), 125-27, quoted after Alfred Rieber, "Tue Rise of Engi­neers in Russia;' in Cahiers du Monde Russe et Sovietique 31(4) (1990): 539-68, here 562.14. L. G. Zakharova, ed., Vospominaniia general-fel'dmarshala grafa Dmitriia AlekseevichaMiliutina. 1863-1864 (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2003), 46, 54-58.15. M. Annenkov, "Voennaia sluzhba zheleznykh dorog;' Voennyi sbornik 19 (1876): 112-42,115-16; Regierungsrat Wernekke, "Die Mitwirkung der Eisenbahnen an den Kriegen in Mitteleu­ropa;' Archiv für das Eisenbahnwesen (1912): 930-58, esp. 930; W Baumgart, "Eisenbahnen undKriegsführung in der Geschichte;' Technikgeschichte 38 (1971): 191-219, 202.16. In fact the difference of density of the networks of railroads in the Polish partition zonesbetween Prussia and Austria at the one hand and the Russian Empire on the other was appalling. See the map of Polish railroads in 1914 in Taylor, Rozw6j i regres, 37.
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17. Sergei Petrovich Buturlin, "O voennom znachenii zheleznjkh dorog i osobennoi ikhvazhnosti dlia Rossii. S proektom seti sikh putei i kartoiu;' Chteniia v i/tzp. o-ve istorii i drevn. ross. pri Mosk. u-te 4 (1865): 1-62. ! 18. Pavel Mel'nikov, "Set' glavnykh linii zheleznykh dorog Evrop�skoi Rossii, sostavlennaia vGlavnom upravlenii putei soobshcheniia i publichnykh zdanii;' Zhurnal Glavnogo upravleniia putei soobshcheniia i publichnykh zdanii 41(5) (1863): 22-34. ! 19. Representatives of the conflicting camps clashed for the first time in 1863-64 duringthe public debate about the so-called Southern Line, a dispute analyzed jn detail by Alfred Rieber in his "Tue Debate over the Southern Line: Economic Integration or Natipnal Security?;' in Synopsis: A Collection of Essays in Honour of Zenon E. Kohut, ed. Serhii PlokhyFd Frank Sysyn (Toronto:Canadian Institute ofUkrainian Studies Press, 2005), 371-97. ! 20. 1 verst = 1.07 km. 1 21. Buturlin, "O voennom znachenii zheleznykh dorog;' 13. ! 22. Buturlin, "O voennom znachenii zheleznykh dorog;' 2. ! 23. Buturlin, "O voennom znachenii zheleznykh dorog;' 48. 1 24. Buturlin, "O voennom znachenii zheleznykh dorog;' 16. Sir:hilar ideas were articulatedin 1868 by General Nikolai N. Obruchev, a professor at the Academyl-0f the General staff. Cf. A. Zaionchkovskii, Voennye reformy 1860-1870 godov v Rossii (Moscow: I�d-vo Moskovskogo univer­siteta, 1952), 120-24; Jacob W Kipp, "Strategie Railroads and the Diletj1mas of Modernization;' in Reforming the Tsar's Army: Military Innovation in Imperial Russia from ,ter the Great to the Revolu­tion, ed. David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye and Bruce W Menn�g (Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press, 2004), 82-103, here 92. 1 25. Nasha zheleznodorozhnaia politika, vol. 1, 333-34. 1 26. William C. Fuller, Strategy and Power in Russia, 1600-1914 Ctifew York: Free Press, 1992),295-98,305,339,440. 1 27. Rieber, "Tue Debate over the Southern Line;' 377. '. 28. Vospominaniia general-fel'dmarshala grafa Dmitriia Aleksedvicha Miliutina, 46, 54-58;Dnevnik A. Valueva, Ministra vnutrennykh del v dvukh tomakh (Mos]pa: Izd-vo Akademii naukSSSR, 1961), vol. 1: 1861-1864, 202-204; Mikhail N. Katkov, 1863 god. fobranie statei po pol'skomu voprosu pomeshavshikhsia v Moskovskikh Vedomostiakh, Russkom Vestrike I Sovremennoi Letopisi (Moscow: n.p., 1887), vol. 1, 10 (reprint of Katkov's editorial in Moskorskie vedomosti, 16 January1863); "Obshchii Ustav Rossiiskikh Zheleznykh Dorog. Sankt Peterbutg;' (n.d.) in Rossiia. Gosu­darstvennyi Sovet. Materialy 158 (1885): 525 (Russian National Library,!Saint Petersburg, call num-ber 135/286.158). ! 29. V. A. D'iakov, V. D. Koroliuk, and I. S. Miller, eds., Russko-phl'skie revoliutsionnye sviazi60-kh godov i vosstanie 1863 goda. Sbornik statei i materialov (Moscow: I�d-vo Akademii nauk SSSR,1962), 253; Sbornik svedenii o zheleznykh dorogakh v Rossii, 1867, otckl III, Vysochaishiia povele­niia, ukazy pravitel'stvuiushchago senata i ministerskiia postanovleniia, e�. Departament zheleznykhdorog (Saint Petersburg: n.p., 1867), 613-17. 1 30. A. Chwalba, Polacy w slu:i:bie Moskali (Warsaw: Wydawn. Napk. PWN, 1999), 214.31. Michail Dolbilov, '"We are at one with our tsar who serves tlie Fatherland as we do': TueCivic Identity of Russifying Officials in the Empires Northwestern Regi�n after 1863;' ( unpublished paper, 2004), 11. ! 32. W L. Blackwell, "Tue Historical Geography of Industry in R{ssia during the NineteenthCentury;' in Studies in Russian Historical Geography, ed. James H. Bate.1.:�and R. A. French (London:Academic Press, 1983), vol. 2, 387-422, here 390-96, 402-10; Ezhi Edlitskii, "Gosudarstvennaia promyshlennost' v Tsarstve Pol'skom v XIX v.;' in Genezis kapitalizma !,, promyshlennosti, ed. S. D.Skazkin (Moscow: n.p., 1963), 278-304; Arcadius Kahan, "Kongreßp�len;' in Handbuch der eu­ropäischen Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1985), vol. 5, 584-600.33. "Raspredelenie seti russkikh zheleznykh dorog po gubernii$n;' in S. Iu. Vitte, Sobraniesochinenii i dokumental'nykh materialov, vol. 1: Puti soobshcheniia i ekd:nomicheskoe razvitie Rossii, book 2, pt. 1 (Moscow: Nauka, 2004), 531-33. 1 34. Rieber, "Tue Debate over the Southern Line:' i 35. It's difficult to determine exactly the increase of regional qiobility on the railroads inthe w�t= bocde<hutds in l,te nineteffith centu,y Tue in«=e of l n=be< of p,,_= of 
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